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We focus on the relationship between a player's effort provision and tournament heterogeneity in a setting
where players only know the distribution of their opponents' abilities. By isolating whether increases in
heterogeneity influence optimal effort provision in cardinal, ordinal, and piece rate tournaments, we show
that a model in which ability and effort are complements can be empirically distinguished from a model in
which ability and effort are neither complements nor substitutes. To discriminate between the two models,
we conduct a laboratory experiment where subjects participate in a real effort task and are paid based on per-
formance relative to a group of opponents that may be relatively homogeneous or relatively heterogeneous.
In these laboratory data, the level of effort provision is independent of tournament heterogeneity, lending
support to the model in which ability and effort are neither complements nor substitutes.
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1. Introduction

We conduct a real effort laboratory experimentwhere subjects com-
pete in tournaments against opponents with either similar or dissimilar
abilities. We design the experiments such that subjects only know their
own abilities and the distribution of the abilities of their opponents. This
incomplete information design allows us to discriminate between two
alternative models of optimal effort provision in tournaments. First,
the additive model posits that a player's output in a tournament is
equal to the sum of the player's effort plus her ability plus the sum of
an idiosyncratic and a common shock to the production process. Sec-
ond, the multiplicative model posits that output is equal to the product
of these four inputs. While both the additive and multiplicative models
have played an important role in the relative performance evaluation
literature, little attention has been paid to the situations in which the
predictions of the two models are at odds. When the implications
from different models are not the same, it is important for a researcher
to know which specification to use before proceeding to empirical and
policy analysis.

Economists have long been interested in testing and comparing
different model specifications. For example, in the auction literature,
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which is closely related to the relative performance evaluation litera-
ture in terms of modeling techniques, Paarsch (1992), Haile et al.
(2003) and others have examinedwhether a common value specifica-
tion or a private value specification is more consistent with auction
data from the field. In addition, testing whether two consumption
goods or production inputs are complements or substitutes probably
is one of the oldest topics in empirical economics. In this paper, we
focus on testing whether ability and effort are complements, substi-
tutes, or neither. Isolating the relationship between effort provision
and heterogeneity in ordinal and piece rate tournaments allows the
additive and multiplicative models to be distinguished. In particular,
the multiplicative model predicts that effort changes as heterogeneity
increases in the ordinal and piece rate tournaments, while the additive
model predicts that effort does not change as heterogeneity increases
in the ordinal and piece rate tournaments. We also report results for
the cardinal tournament as a basis for comparison because both
models predict no change in effort as heterogeneity increases in the
cardinal tournament. Our experimental data suggest that there is
no change in effort as heterogeneity increases and no evidence of
differences in the response to increased heterogeneity across the
three tournament models. Taken together, these results support the
conclusion that laboratory subjects do not respond to an increase in
the degree of heterogeneity in contestants' abilities. This result
supports the additive model, which implies that ability and effort are
neither complements nor substitutes in tournaments.

We study cardinal, ordinal, and piece rate tournaments.We selected
the cardinal and ordinal tournament models because these are classic
tournaments studied in canonical papers by Holmström (1982) and
Lazear and Rosen (1981), respectively. As Holmström (1982) points
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out, cardinal tournaments are particularly interesting because ordinal
tournaments are informationally wasteful when data are available on
agents' cardinal performance. Further, as stated by Tsoulouhas (2010),
the ordinal and cardinal tournament models comprise the two strands
of the current literature on relative performance evaluation. Other tour-
namentmodels are variants of these two basic structures. The piece rate
tournament is a variant of the cardinal tournament in which the piece
rate is determined using a cardinal tournament. Because agent effort
increases in tournament heterogeneity in this tournament with the
multiplicative but not the additive specification, we also selected the
piece rate tournament for our analysis.

Both the additive and multiplicative models have been used in
numerous papers in the literature on relative performance evalua-
tion, which is overviewed in Tsoulouhas (2011). Lazear and Rosen
(1981), Knoeber and Thurman (1994), and Levy and Vukina (2004)
use the additive specification, while Shleifer (1985) and Zheng
and Vukina (2007) use the multiplicative specification. Holmström
(1982) presents results from both specifications.1 Of particular
relevance for our study is Vukina and Zheng (2011), who use the
multiplicative specification to study the welfare effects of increasing
the heterogeneity among players' abilities in piece rate tournaments.
The authors show that heterogeneity benefits the principal by induc-
ing players to exert more effort, a result that we show depends on the
specification of the production function.

The twomost relevant papers for our purposes are Tsoulouhas and
Vukina (2001) and Tsoulouhas and Marinakis (2007), which consider
tournament models with incomplete information. The former paper
considers heterogeneous players with risk aversion, where risks are
of three sorts: the group composition risk (a player's opponents are
too strong), the idiosyncratic production shock, and the common
production shock. Tsoulouhas and Marinakis (2007) compare tourna-
ments to piece rate contracts in a model with risk-averse players who
are heterogeneous. The authors show that an increase in the degree of
heterogeneity erodes the dominance of tournaments over piece rate
contracts. Ourwork complements but is distinct from these papers be-
causewe do not perform an analysis of welfare (e.g., we do not consid-
er which contract is optimal). Further, ourmodel assumes that players
are risk neutral so we preclude the effect of heterogeneity on players'
incentives through risk aversion and focus on the effect of heterogene-
ity purely due to the payment structure of the tournament. In addition,
these two papers are theoretical while ours is empirical.

Starting from the early experimental tournament literature (e.g., Bull
et al., 1987), several recent lab experimental studies examine the re-
lationship between effort provision and differences in abilities in
complete information tournament models.2 Gürtler and Harbring
(2010) study a two-stage ordinal tournament where the principal
can choose to reveal the intermediate performance of the two
players. As a result, the second-stage becomes a complete informa-
tion asymmetric tournament game as players know the abilities of
their opponents. Tsoulouhas et al. (2007) study a different type of
asymmetric tournament with complete information, that of a contest
to become CEO where inside candidates and outside candidates
have asymmetric abilities. Schotter and Weigelt (1992) also study
asymmetric tournaments with complete information, showing that
equilibrium effort is lower in asymmetric tournaments because reduced
effort does not change players' relative position. Vandegrift and Yavas
(2010) find support for this prediction in a real effort experiment.
Finally, two other papers are related: Ederer (2010) analyzes a
1 Hybrid approaches have also been used in the literature, including Vukina and
Leegomonchai (2005) in which production is multiplicative in ability and effort but ad-
ditive in the idiosyncratic and common shocks.

2 In this paper, we use “complete information” and “incomplete information” to dis-
tinguish the model where players know the abilities of their opponents and the model
where players only know the distribution of the abilities of their opponents. Strictly
speaking, all tournament models are “incomplete information” models as players do
not know the realizations of the shocks.
two-stage ordinal tournament where the principal may choose to
reveal players' intermediate performance and Nieken (2010) exper-
imentally tests a model where a player first chooses the variance of
her own shock, then chooses her effort level.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The models that we
study are presented in the next section. Section 3 details the design
of our experiments. Results from the experiments are discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 addresses alternative explanations for our
findings and the concluding section outlines directions for future
research. The experimental instructions are in the appendix and
proofs are collected in a supplementary appendix.3

2. Theoretical analysis

Tournament models in the literature differ in their specifications
of the production function (additive or multiplicative specification)
and in their payment structure (cardinal tournament, ordinal tourna-
ment, or piece rate tournament). Before presenting the details of the
models, we present the common primitives and notation that are
used in each model.

Formally, suppose a tournament is played among N=2 risk-neutral
players.4 Let yi denote the performance (output) of player i in the
tournament. yi is a function of ei, the player's effort, θi, her idiosyncratic
ability (efficiency) parameter, ui, her idiosyncratic productivity shock,
and η, the common productivity shock. Exerting effort is costly to the
player, where C(ei) denotes the cost of effort. All standard assumptions
regarding the cost function apply, that is, C′>0 and C″>0. In particular,
we assume C eið Þ ¼ γ

2
e2i with γ>0 such that all the models we study

have a closed form solution. In addition, we assume that player i only
knows her own ability and from her perspective, θj, the ability of her
opponent in the same tournament, is a random variable drawn from
a distribution G(⋅) with lower bound θ≥0. Distribution G(⋅) is twice
continuously differentiable and has density g(⋅) that is strictly positive
on the support. We further assume that both the idiosyncratic produc-
tivity shock ui and the common productivity shock ηmaterialize slowly
during the production and are assumed to be drawn from distributions
F(⋅) with lower bound u≥0 and P(⋅) with lower bound η≥0, respec-
tively. Both F(⋅) and P(⋅) are twice continuously differentiable and have
densities f(⋅) and p(⋅) that are strictly positive on the support.5 Each
player only learns ui and η after the production process is complete
but it is common knowledge that the two shocks are drawn from the
two densities. Finally, we assume that θi, ui, and η are independent of
one another.

2.1. Additive models

In the additive models, player i's performance is equal to the sum
of the player's effort, her ability, the idiosyncratic shock, and a com-
mon shock to the production process, that is,

yi ¼ θi þ ei þ ui þ η:

2.1.1. The cardinal tournament model
In the cardinal tournament, player i's payment can be written as

Ri ¼ aþ b yi−
1
2

yi þ yj
� �� �
3 The supplementary appendix is available from the authors upon request.
4 For the cardinal and the piece rate tournament models, our results hold for any

N≥2. See the supplementary appendix for more details.
5 Shocks are assumed to be positive because our experimental design uses the num-

ber of questions correctly answered, which cannot be negative. Our comparative statics
results do not depend on this assumption.
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where a is the base payment and b is the slope of the bonus payment.
Both are greater than zero. If her performance yi is greater than the

group average 1
2 yi þ yj
� �

, she earns a bonus. Otherwise, she receives

a penalty. As a result, her payoff function is given by

πi ¼ Ri−C eið Þ:

When players make decisions on how much effort to exert, the
idiosyncratic productivity shocks ui (i=1,2) and the common
productivity shock η have not yet been realized. Therefore, in this
tournament game, ex ante, players only differ in terms of their own
ability and have the same information regarding other structural
elements of the game. In such a case, a symmetric equilibrium is a
natural outcome to analyze. The optimal strategy ei

∗=s(θi) is based
on each player's maximizing her ex-ante expected payoff with re-
spect to ei. After integrating out all the unknowns and assuming
that the other player adopts the same strategy ej

∗=s(θj), the expected
payoff function for player i can be written as

Eπi ¼ ∫∫∫∫ Ri−C eið Þð Þg θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη

¼ ∫∫∫∫ aþ 1
2 b θi þ ei þ ui þ ηð Þ−b

2 θj þ ej þ uj þ η
� �

−γ
2e

2
i

n o
g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη:

The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium
ei
∗=s(θi) (i=1,2) of this cardinal tournament game is

e�i ¼
b
2γ

: ð1Þ

2.1.2. The ordinal tournament model
In the ordinal tournament, the payment for player i only depends

on the rank of her performance. To obtain a closed form solution to
the model, we further assume f(⋅) is uniform on [0,1].6 Then, player
i's payment can be written as

Ri ¼
A1 if yi > yj
A2 if yi < yj

;

�

with A1>A2 and the expected payoff function for player i can be
written as

Eπi ¼ ∫∫∫
A1Pr θi þ ei þ ui þ η > θj þ ej þ uj þ η

� �
þA2Pr θi þ ei þ ui þ ηbθj þ ej þ uj þ η

� �
−C eið Þ

2
4

3
5g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
dθjduiduj

¼ ∫∫∫
A1Pr ujbθi þ ei þ ui−θj−ej

� �
þA2Pr uj > θi þ ei þ ui−θj−ej

� �
−γ

2e
2
i

2
4

3
5g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
dθjduiduj

¼ ∫∫
A1F θi þ ei þ ui−θj−ej

� �
þA2−A2F θi þ ei þ ui−θj−ej

� �
−γ

2e
2
i

2
4

3
5g θj
� �

f uið Þdθjdui:

The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium
ei
∗=s(θi) is implicitly defined by the first order condition7

∫∫ A1−A2ð Þf θi þ e�i þ ui−θj−e�j
� �

−γe�i
h i

g θj
� �

f uið Þdθjdui ¼ 0: ð2Þ
6 The assumption that f(⋅) is uniform on [0,1] is a mild one in our study as we focus
on the relationship between effort and heterogeneity of the tournament in terms of
player abilities, while f(⋅) is the distribution for the idiosyncratic productivity shock.

7 With the assumption that f(⋅) is uniform on [0,1], it is straightforward to show that
the second order sufficient condition for maximization holds as well.
With the assumption that f(⋅) is uniform on [0,1], Eq. (2) becomes

e�i ¼
A1−A2ð Þ

γ
: ð3Þ

2.1.3. The piece rate tournament model
In the piece rate tournament model, the player's payment can be

written as

Ri ¼ aþ b yi−
1
2

yi þ yj
� �� �� �

yi:

This payment mechanism is essentially a mixture of a piece rate
contract and a tournament. The total payment is the product of the
output and the piece rate, with the piece rate determined by the
tournament. In this case, the expected payoff function for player i
can be written as

Eπi ¼ ∫∫∫∫ Ri−C eið Þð Þg θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη

¼ ∫∫∫∫
a θi þ ei þ ui þ ηð Þ þ b12 θi þ ei þ ui þ ηð Þ2

−b12 θi þ ei þ ui þ ηð Þ θj þ ej þ uj þ η
� �

−γ
2e

2
i

( )

g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη:

ð4Þ

Now we are in the position to state the following result:

Proposition 1. The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash
equilibrium ei

∗=s(θi) (i=1,2) of this piece rate tournament game is

e�i ¼ s θið Þ ¼
aþ bθi þ b

2
E uð Þ þ E ηð Þ−E θð Þ−M½ �

γ−b
; ð5Þ

where E(⋅) denotes the mean of the random variable in parenthesis
and

M ¼
aþ b

2
E θð Þ þ E uð Þ þ E ηð Þ½ �

γ−b
2

:

Proof. See the supplementary appendix.

2.2. Multiplicative models

In the multiplicative models, player i's performance is equal to the
product of the player's effort, her ability, her idiosyncratic productivity
shock, and the common shock, that is,

yi ¼ θieiuiη: ð6Þ

2.2.1. The cardinal tournament model
In the cardinal tournament, player i's payment can be written as

Ri ¼ aþ b yi−
1
2

yi þ yj
� �� �

and her expected payoff function can be written as

Eπi ¼ ∫∫∫∫ Ri−C eið Þð Þg θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη

¼ ∫∫∫∫ aþ 1
2 bθieiuiη−b

2 θjejujη−γ
2e

2
i

n o
g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη:
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The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium
ei
∗=s(θi) (i=1,2) of this cardinal tournament game is

e�i ¼ s θið Þ ¼ b
2γ

θiE uð ÞE ηð Þ; ð7Þ

where we have used the assumption that ui and η are mutually
independent from each other.

2.2.2. The ordinal tournament model
In the ordinal tournament, again, to obtain a closed form solution

to the model, we further assume here that f(·) is uniform on [0,1].
Then, player i's payment can be written as

Ri ¼
A1 if yi > yj
A2 if yi < yj

;

�

with A1>A2 and the expected payoff function for player i can be
written as

Eπi ¼ ∫∫∫
A1Pr θieiuiη > θjejujη

� �
þA2Pr θieiuiηbθjejujη

� �
−C eið Þ

2
4

3
5g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
dθjduiduj

¼ ∫∫∫ A1Pr ujb
θieiui
θjej

� �
þ A2Pr uj >

θieiui
θjej

� �
−γ

2e
2
i

h i
g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
dθjduiduj

¼ ∫∫ A1F
θieiui
θjej

� �
þ A2−A2F

θieiui
θjej

� �
−γ

2e
2
i

h i
g θj
� �

f uið Þdθjdui:

The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium
ei
∗=s(θi) is implicitly defined by the first order condition8

∫∫ A1−A2ð Þf θie
�
i ui

θje
�
j

 !
θiui

θje
�
j
−γe�i

" #
g θj
� �

f uið Þdθjdui ¼ 0;

or

e�i ¼
A1−A2ð Þ

γ
∫∫ f

θie
�
i ui

θje
�
j

 !
θiui

θje
�
j

" #
g θj
� �

f uið Þdθjdui: ð8Þ

With the assumption that f(⋅) is uniform on [0,1], Eq. (8) becomes

e�i ¼
A1−A2ð Þ

γ
∫∫ θiui

θje
�
j

" #
g θj
� �

f uið Þdθjdui ¼
A1−A2ð Þθi

2γ
E

1
θs θð Þ
� �

; ð9Þ

where the second equality uses the assumption that ui and θj are mu-
tually independent from each other and E uð Þ ¼ 1

2 when f(⋅) is uniform
on [0,1]. Now we are in the position to state the following result:

Proposition 2. The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash
equilibrium ei

∗=s(θi) (i=1,2) of this ordinal tournament game is

e�i ¼ s θið Þ ¼ A1−A2ð Þ
2γ

E
1
θ2

� 	� �1
2

θi: ð10Þ

Proof. See the supplementary appendix.

2.2.3. The piece rate tournament model
In the piece rate tournament model with multiplicative specification,

the player's payment can be written as

Ri ¼ aþ b yi−
1
2

yi þ yj
� �� �� �

yi;
8 With the assumption that f(⋅) is uniform on [0,1], it is straightforward to show that
the second order sufficient condition for maximization holds as well.
and her expected payoff function can be written as

Eπi ¼ ∫∫∫∫ Ri−C eið Þð Þg θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη

¼ ∫∫∫∫ aθieiuiηþ b12 θ
2
i e

2
i u

2
i η

2−b12θieiuiηθjejujη−C eið Þ
n o

:

g θj
� �

f uið Þf uj

� �
p ηð Þdθjduidujdη:

The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash equilibrium
ei
∗=s(θi) is implicitly defined by the first order condition9

bθ2i E u2
� �

E η2
� �

−γ
h i

e�i ¼
b
2
θiE

2 uð ÞE η2
� �

E θjs θj
� �h i

−aθiE uð ÞE ηð Þ; ð11Þ

where we have used the assumption that θj, ui, uj and η are mutually
independent from one another and the fact that E(u)=E(ui) for any i.
Now we are in the position to state the following result:

Proposition 3. The unique symmetric pure-strategy Bayesian Nash
equilibrium ei

∗=s(θi) (i=1,2) of this piece rate tournament game is

e�i ¼ s θið Þ ¼
θiE uð Þ aE ηð Þ−b

2
E uð ÞE η2

� �
M

h i
γ−bθ2i E u2


 �
E η2

 � ; ð12Þ

where

M ¼
aE uð ÞE ηð ÞE θ2i

γ−bθ2i E u2
 �
E η2

 �

� �
b
2
E2 uð ÞE η2

� �
E θ2i

γ−bθ2i E u2

 �

E η2

 �

� �
þ 1

:

Proof. See the supplementary appendix.

2.3. Comparative statics and testable hypothesis

We use the closed form solutions for optimal effort ei
∗ to study

various comparative statics results. In this section, we focus on how
optimal effort changes with the heterogeneity of the tournament.
Other comparative statics results are in the supplementary appendix.

First, in the cardinal tournament models (see Eqs. (1) and (7)),
both the additive and multiplicative specifications imply that optimal
effort is independent of the heterogeneity of the tournament. We
then turn to the ordinal tournament models (see Eqs. (3) and (10)).
Different from the cardinal tournament models, here the additive
specification model implies that optimal effort is independent of the
heterogeneity of the tournament, while the multiplicative specifica-
tion implies that optimal effort increases in the heterogeneity of the
tournament. The latter result can be seen from the following. Notice
that

E
1
θ2

� 	
¼ E2

1
θ

� 	
þ V

1
θ

� 	

where V(⋅) denotes the variance of the random variable in parenthe-
sis. Therefore, for a constant E 1

θð Þ, increasingV 1
θð Þ increases the optimal

effort ei∗. Since θ is defined as players' ability (efficiency) parameter, 1
θ

can be thought of as an inaptitude parameter. This implies that for a
given mean of the players' inaptitude parameters, larger variance
(more heterogeneous players) produces higher optimal effort. This
means that any player i, given her own ability, when competing
against a highly diversified group of players will exert more effort
than in situations where competing in a more homogeneous group
of contestants. The intuition for this result is as follows. Suppose the
9 It is straightforward to show that the second order sufficient condition for maximi-
zation is γ−bθi2E(u2)E(η2)>0.



Table 2
Relationship between optimal effort and tournament heterogeneity.

Additive Multiplicative

Cardinal No relationship No relationship
Ordinal No relationship Positive
Piece rate No relationship Positive or negative
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two players in the tournament will be replaced by two new players,
one with extremely high ability and one with extremely low ability,
without the change in the average player ability in the tournament
group, then the increase in the expected group average performance
due to the presence of a player with extremely high ability outweighs
the decrease in the expected group average performance due to the
presence of a player with extremely low ability, resulting in an overall
increase in the expected group average performance. This is because a
player's expected performance is increasing in ability at an increasing
rate, which can be best seen from the following equation,

yi ¼ θieiuiη ¼ A1−A2ð Þ E uð Þ
γ

E
1
θ2

� 	� �1
2

θ2i uiη;

that is, the output Eq. (6) with optimal effort (10) plugged in. Given a
player's own expected performance, the higher the expected group
average performance, the player needs to exert more effort to
increase her chance to beat her opponent and win the prize.

Next, we examine the implications of the piece rate tournament
models (see Eqs. (5) and (12)). Same as in the ordinal tournament
models, the model with additive specification implies that effort is
independent of the heterogeneity of the tournament, while the
model with multiplicative specification implies that effort depends
on the heterogeneity of the tournament, though the sign of the latter
is unclear. In Eq. (12), the optimal effort is a function of M, which in
turn is a function of

D ¼ E
θ2i

γ−bθ2i E u2
 �
E η2

 �

" #
¼ E

1
γ
θ2i
−bE u2

� �
E η2
� �

2
64

3
75: ð13Þ

From Eq. (13), it is clear that the optimal effort depends on E 1
θ2

� �
and hence the heterogeneity of the tournament. To further investi-
gate the sign of this relationship, we conduct a numerical analysis.
In this numerical exercise, we set f(⋅) and p(⋅) to be both uniform
on [0,1]. We also set a=20 and b=1, which are the parameters
used in the corresponding experiments. 1

θ is assumed to follow a log-
normal distribution with log mean μ and log variance σ2. We then ex-
amine how the optimal effort changes as the heterogeneity of the
tournament changes for a player with ability θi=0.5. Results from
this numerical exercise are in Table 1. As we can see from Table 1,
for a given value for E 1

θð Þ, as V 1
θð Þ increases, the optimal effort level

can either increase or decrease, depending on the value of cost of
effort parameter. Therefore, the sign of this relationship can either
be positive or negative.

We summarize the comparative statics results regarding the
relationship between optimal effort and tournament heterogeneity
from the six models in Table 2. With the additive specification, all
three tournament models imply that optimal effort is independent
of the heterogeneity of the tournament. With the multiplicative
specification, optimal effort is independent of the heterogeneity of
the tournament in the cardinal tournament model, but depends on
the heterogeneity of the tournament in both the ordinal and the
piece rate tournament models. Since other elements of the pro-
duction function, that is, ability and shocks, do not depend on the
Table 1
Numerical analysis of the relationship between optimal effort and tournament hetero-
geneity for the piece rate tournament with the multiplicative specification.

μ σ2 E 1
θð Þ Var 1

θð Þ γ=0.2 γ=0.5 γ=1

0.4 0.6 2.0138 3.3339 12.54 3.91 2.56
0.5 0.4 2.0138 1.9944 34.88 4.48 2.47
0.6 0.2 2.0138 0.8978 13.24 5.08 2.52

Note: Columns 5–7 show optimal effort levels for different combinations of
parameters.
heterogeneity of the tournament, the relationship between the per-
formance and the heterogeneity of the tournament is the same as
the one between the optimal effort and the heterogeneity of the tour-
nament, leading to the following testable hypothesis that we will test
using data generated from our experiments:

Hypothesis. In all three tournament models with the additive
specification, performance is independent of the heterogeneity of
the tournament. With the multiplicative specification, performance
is independent of the heterogeneity of the tournament in the cardinal
tournament model, but depends on the heterogeneity of the tourna-
ment in both the ordinal and the piece rate tournament models.

3. Experimental design

Subjects were recruited to participate “in an experiment on incen-
tive systems.” It was explained that subjects would be asked “to
complete a series of tasks under different incentive systems.” The in-
structions (found in the Appendix A) explained how subjects would
be paid for completing the tasks in each tournament environment.
We use a three-by-two experimental design with variation across
the tournament environment (cardinal, ordinal, or piece rate tourna-
ment) and the level of heterogeneity in abilities (homogeneous or
heterogeneous tournament). The task that we consider is a “real”
effort experiment, where subjects complete real tasks repeatedly as
the incentive structure and the degree of heterogeneity among
players' abilities change. We prefer such a setting to a “chosen” effort
experiment, where subjects choose an “effort” level from a list of
numbers on the computer screen, because asking subjects to exert
actual effort in the completion of a tangible task is more likely to gen-
erate data that is informative when making decisions in a naturally
occurring market.

The experimental task asks subjects to sum five two-digit numbers,
which is the same task used by Niederle and Vesterlund (2007), as
shown in Fig. 1. The experiment was run in the z-Tree experimental
software (Fischbacher, 2007). The player with the highest ability can
correctly solve the largest number of problems in a given amount of
time. We use this environment to ask whether having a subject com-
pete against players who are similar in their problem-solving abilities
causes better or worse performance relative to competing against
players of dissimilar abilities. Subjects are paid based on the number
of questions solved correctly; incorrect answers do not count (positive-
ly or negatively) toward payment. The numbers to be summed are ran-
domly generated from a uniform distribution on [10,99] (i.e., two-digit
numbers) and the five numbers for a particular question are the same
for all subjects to avoid the possibility of some subjects getting more
difficult problems than others.

A key feature of the experimental design is matching subjects into
groups. To maximize the degree of heterogeneity in the heteroge-
neous tournaments, subjects were grouped according to their abilities
(as determined by their performance in period 1) and then completed
the remainder of the experiment in either a heterogeneous or homo-
geneous tournament. Comparative statics for heterogeneity are tested
using between-subject comparisons. The first task asks subjects to
perform the addition task for 5 min and explains that they will be
paid 20 points per problem they solve correctly, that is, they are
paid by a piece rate instead of tournament scheme. After the first
task, subjects are then matched into groups of four and are told that



Fig. 1. Screenshot of addition task.
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their opponent in subsequent two-player contests will be one of the
other three members of their group. Earnings for the remaining
three tasks are based on performance relative to the average perfor-
mance of the subject and her opponent.10 With 32 subjects, where
subjects are ranked based on performance in the piece rate treatment
from best (1) to worst (32), the most heterogeneous group matches
subjects 1, 2, 31, and 32, while the most homogeneous groupmatches
subjects 15, 16, 17, and 18.

Subjects completed the same addition task (with different
randomly generated numbers) four times. Each subject in each
session participated in a piece rate (non-tournament) treatment
first in order to provide an ability benchmark. In the remaining
three periods, subjects were paid depending on performance relative
to their opponent according to the payment function of a cardinal, or-
dinal, or piece rate tournament, as described in the Appendix A. The
order of the tournament treatments varied between sessions to
control for order effects separately from the incentive effects of the
tournament. The experiments were conducted at North Carolina
State University during Spring 2012. 64 students were recruited
from an email listserv to participate in one of two sessions.
Participants were paid in cash at the end of the experiment, with
take-home earnings averaging $10.93, including a $4 show-up fee.
Earnings varied widely, with a minimum of $4.23 and a maximum
of $20.23 (where both numbers include the show-up fee). Each ses-
sion lasted around 45 min in total. Instructions were read aloud as
subjects read along and subjects were not allowed to read ahead to
see the incentive structure of the future tasks.

Subjects were given feedback following each task on how many
questions they answered correctly but were also given information
about their four-member group's performance on the first task, the
piece rate (non-tournament) scheme. Information on the first task
is crucial because period 1 performance determined the heterogene-
ity of a subject's group. As in Fig. 2, subjects were shown the mean
and standard deviation of their group's period 1 number of questions
correct. Subjects were told that the standard deviation is a measure of
variability and asked to pay particular attention to the mean and
10 Other tournament experiments have used an initial task as an ability benchmark
(e.g., Freeman and Gelber, 2010 who ask subjects to solve mazes) but we are not aware
of previous work that uses the ability benchmark to heterogenize tournaments.
standard deviation because their relative performance determined
their take-home earnings. During the tournament tasks (periods
2–4), the group mean and standard deviation from the first task
was again displayed prominently on the screen, as shown in Fig. 3.
Because subjects were only shown the mean and standard deviation
of their four-member group's performance for the first task, subjects
cannot infer the exact ability level of their opponent, which is in
keeping with our model of incomplete information. Using groups of
more than four would increase uncertainty regarding the exact ability
levels of one's opponent but we choose groups of four because larger
groups give us less variation in heterogeneity levels and this is the
variation that we exploit in the results section below.

4. Results from the lab

Table 3 illustrates that there are a few differences in the demo-
graphic make-up of the 32 subjects who competed in homogeneous
groups and the 32 subjects who competed in heterogeneous groups.
The latter group includes more graduate students and males as well
as students with fewer economics courses and more mathematics
course. While these differences are not large, we control for demo-
graphic characteristics of subjects in what follows. Table 4 presents
a Poisson regression analysis of the number of questions correct,
where the Poisson model controls for the count nature of the depen-
dent variable. Column (1) displays regression coefficients, while
Column (2) displays the associated marginal effects. Controls are
included for demographics, order effects (dummy variables for the
periods), and session effects to control for differences across the
sessions, with standard errors clustered by group to control for
group-level correlation. There is strong evidence that subjects im-
proved in later periods, which is not of concern in what follows be-
cause the order in which subjects participated in the tournaments
varied across sessions, allowing us to control for order and tourna-
ment effects separately. Concerning demographic factors, graduate
students perform much better than undergraduates (though the ef-
fect is measured with noise), while age increases performance at a
diminishing rate.

Fig. 4 displays the number of questions correct for each of the four
treatments, separately for subjects in homogeneous and heterogeneous
groups. In the remaining analysis, the outcome variable of interest is
the number of questions correct, net of period 1. By subtracting a



Fig. 2. Screenshot of post-task 1 feedback.
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subject's performance on the piece rate (non-tournament) task, we
control for a subject's ability to focus on how effort responds to the
tournament scheme and the level of heterogeneity. Table 5 shows the
average number of questions correct (raw and net of period 1) for sub-
jects whose groups fell into each of the heterogeneity quartiles, where
we use quartiles to break subjects into four groups based on quartiles
Fig. 3. Screenshot of mid-period task 2
of the standard deviation of the number of questions correct within
the subject's group in period 1. The p-values shown in brackets are
from a nonparametric test for trend developed by Cuzick (1985),
which is an extension of theWilcoxon rank-sum test. These statistically
insignificant trends indicate that performance is independent of the
heterogeneity of the tournament.
feedback of task 1 performance.

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3


Table 3
Demographic comparisons between homogeneous and heterogeneous groups.

Grad student Past exp experience Econ major Male Age # Econ courses # Math courses

Homogeneous 4.17%
(2.04%)

45.83%
(5.10%)

25.00%
(4.43%)

62.50%
(4.95%)

21.38
(0.32)

2.33
(0.19)

2.13
(0.09)

Heterogeneous 10.00%
(2.38%)
[0.09]

52.50%
(3.96%)
[0.30]

32.50%
(2.96%)
[0.20]

72.50%
(3.54%)
[0.09]

21.07
(0.29)
[0.49]

1.85
(0.16)
[0.05]

2.98
(0.17)
[0.00]

All 7.81%
(1.68%)

50.00%
(3.13%)

29.69%
(2.86%)

68.75%
(2.90%)

21.19
(0.22)

2.03
(0.16)

2.66
(0.11)

Notes: For this and subsequent tables, standard errors are in parentheses. P-values are in brackets, where values below 0.05 represent a statistically significant difference in the two
proportions (for dummy variables) or means (for quantitative variables) at the 5% significance level.
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Further support for this conclusion is found in Table 6, which
presents a regression analysis of the number of questions correct,
net of period 1, with standard errors clustered by group. The regres-
sion model here is OLS because the dependent variable takes negative
and positive values as it is performance net of period 1. The results are
presented separate for each tournament but pooled results (discussed
at the end of this section) are available from the authors upon
request. Again, the evidence says that subjects do not change their ef-
fort as group heterogeneity increases because the standard deviation
of group ability does not affect net performance. Next, Figs. 5 and 6
show empirical cumulative density functions (cdf) of the number of
questions correct, net of period 1. The cardinal tournament cdf is in
the left panel of both figures to provide a comparison because both
models predict that heterogeneity does not affect effort in the
Table 4
Regression analysis of demographic effects.

Dependent variable: questions correct

(1) (2)

Second period 0.14⁎⁎⁎

(0.03)
1.56⁎⁎⁎

(0.30)
Third period 0.22⁎⁎⁎

(0.03)
2.50⁎⁎⁎

(0.31)
Fourth period 0.20⁎⁎⁎

(0.02)
2.25⁎⁎⁎

(0.30)
Second session −0.08

(0.06)
−0.95
(0.67)

Sophomore 0.11
(0.08)

1.30
(0.83)

Junior 0.01
(0.15)

0.09
(1.66)

Senior 0.03
(0.17)

0.34
(1.82)

Grad student 0.61
(0.39)

9.00
(6.86)

=1 if past exp experience −0.05
(0.07)

−0.64
(0.88)

=1 if econ major −0.02
(0.09)

−0.29
(1.10)

=1 if Male −0.02
(0.09)

−0.28
(1.04)

Age 0.26⁎⁎⁎

(0.10)
0.33
(0.40)

Age squared −0.01⁎⁎⁎

(0.00)
# Econ courses 0.02

(0.02)
0.27
(0.29)

# Math courses 0.00
(0.03)

0.02
(0.33)

Constant −0.76
(1.27)

Observations 256 256

Notes: Column (1) displays regression coefficients from a Poisson model, while Column
(2) displays the associated marginal effects. Robust standard errors are in parentheses,
clustered at the group level. ⁎, ⁎⁎, and ⁎⁎⁎ denote significance at the 10%, 5% and 1%
level, respectively. The marginal effect of the age variable in Column (2) involves
both the age and age squared coefficients.
cardinal tournament, while the multiplicative model predicts that
that effort matters in the ordinal and piece rate tournaments.

Tables 5 and 6 as well as Figs. 5 and 6 provide different perspec-
tives on these data but tell a consistent story that supports an additive
model of output in tournaments and suggest that ability and effort are
neither complements nor substitutes. These findings contradict a
multiplicative model of output in tournaments where ability and
effort are complements. There is no evidence of changes in effort as
heterogeneity increases and no evidence of differences in the re-
sponse to increased heterogeneity across the three tournament
models.

Robustness checks support the main conclusion that effort does not
respond to increases in heterogeneity. None of the following changes
affect the quantitative or statistical magnitudes outlined above: pooling
the data and controlling for heterogeneity separately for each tourna-
ment, using quartiles of group standard deviation instead of the stan-
dard deviation itself, dropping the final period to avoid potential
last-period effects, or using a random-effects regression model instead
of the specification outlined above. Finally, additional sessions that are
not included in the above analysis were completed using variations on
the experimental design outlined here. These additional sessions allow
us to nonparametrically control for order effects and session effects and
those results confirm that performance is independent of the heteroge-
neity of the tournament.11
5. Alternative explanations

An alternative explanation for our findings is that subjects are not
responding to heterogeneity because they are not responding to any
of their incentives in the experiment. Here we present evidence that
subjects are properly incentivized and sufficiently clear on the envi-
ronment, which runs counter to a story of confused subjects that sim-
ply try as hard as they can irrespective of the treatment. The evidence
is drawn from a post-experiment survey where subjects were asked
to provide feedback on their strategies in each task.

First, subjects reported that they exerted more effort in the tour-
nament schemes than in the piece rate (non-tournament) scheme.
When asked whether the incentive structure changed the amount
of effort they exerted, subjects indicated that they tried harder in
the tournaments. For specific examples, subjects reported that “I
wanted to be first because there was more incentive to be first” in
11 In total, 184 subjects participated in the experiment, with six total sessions. Ses-
sions 3 and 4 differed from the main sessions as follows: subjects were paid based
on the inverse of their performance (time in our setting) and subjects were paid rela-
tive to the entire group of four rather than only one other member. Sessions 5 and 6
also use the inverse of performance and the entire group of four but add the following
information: subjects were shown a bar chart showing each group member's number
of questions correct in period 1, with their own performance highlighted. Sessions 5
and 6 are consistent with a complete information model, which addresses the concern
that subjects did not respond to heterogeneity because they were unaware of the level
of heterogeneity. We focus on the main sessions because they match the setting de-
scribed in our theoretical model but pooled results are available from the authors upon
request.
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the tournament schemes and that “I needed to beat out other people
for 3 tasks so I tried to do the problems faster.” Further, subjects indi-
cated that they understood the differences between the individual
tournament schemes (e.g., “task 2 [piece rate tournament] and 3
[cardinal] provided greatest incentive,” which says that they thought
that the tournaments that used cardinal information motivated
Table 5
Number of questions correct across heterogeneity quartiles.

Questions correct

Heterogeneity quartiles

1 2

Homogeneous→heterogeneous

Piece rate 9.79 9.60
[0.70] (0.26) (0.74)

Cardinal tournament 12.08 11.80
[0.75] (0.43) (1.03)

Ordinal tournament 12.21 12.20
[0.91] (0.43) (0.95)

Piece rate tournament 11.96 10.80
[0.94] (0.50) (1.00)

All 11.51 11.10
[0.40] (0.23) (0.49)

Questions correct, net of period 1

Homogeneous→heterogeneous

Cardinal tournament 2.29 2.20
[0.44] (0.47) (0.82)

Ordinal tournament 2.42 2.60
[0.60] (0.55) (0.73)

Piece rate tournament 2.17 1.20
[0.71] (0.47) (0.55)

All 2.29 2.00
[0.71] (0.29) (0.42)

Notes: P-values are in brackets, resulting from a test for a trend in the number of question
heterogeneity quartile in period 1, the piece rate (non-tournament) scheme, even though t
them more than the ordinal tournament that does not use this
information).

Second, while it is not a large enough effect to be evident in the
means, we do observe dropouts in the ordinal tournament when it
is in one of the last two periods. In particular, some subjects whose
performance was repeatedly the lowest in their group exerted little
All

3 4

10.75 11.44 10.41
(1.01) (1.68) (0.54)
12.75 13.83 12.66
(1.10) (1.42) (0.51)
13.17 13.22 12.67
(0.97) (1.47) (0.51)
13.33 12.56 12.20
(1.22) (1.31) (0.51)
12.50 12.76 11.98
(0.56) (0.74) (0.26)

2.00 2.39 2.25
(0.62) (0.85) (0.35)
2.42 1.78 2.27
(0.75) (0.64) (0.33)
2.58 1.11 1.80
(0.77) (0.91) (0.36)
2.33 1.76 2.10
(0.42) (0.47) (0.20)

s correct as the level of heterogeneity increases. This table categorizes subjects into a
he grouping occurred after period 1.

image of Fig.�4


Table 6
Regression analysis of heterogeneity effects.

Dependent variable: questions correct, net of period 1

(1) Cardinal
tournament

(2) Ordinal
tournament

(3) Piece rate
tournament

Std dev −0.05
(0.13)

−0.06
(0.09)

−0.15
(0.10)

Period 0.69
(0.75)

2.12⁎⁎

(0.86)
0.29
(0.41)

Sophomore 0.25
(1.54)

1.66
(1.48)

0.44
(1.66)

Junior 0.67
(1.56)

1.54
(1.73)

0.79
(1.68)

Senior −0.14
(1.73)

1.08
(1.89)

−1.02
(2.08)

Grad student 2.11
(3.13)

0.79
(3.27)

1.62
(3.78)

=1 if past exp experience −0.36
(0.92)

0.39
(0.77)

0.17
(0.86)

=1 if econ major 0.87
(1.23)

0.47
(1.08)

−0.24
(0.98)

=1 if male 0.90
(0.92)

0.11
(0.78)

0.84
(1.00)

Age −1.27
(0.92)

−0.35
(0.87)

−1.05
(0.92)

Age squared 0.02
(0.02)

0.01
(0.01)

0.02
(0.02)

# Econ courses −0.32
(0.23)

−0.31
(0.25)

0.12
(0.21)

# Math courses 0.14
(0.28)

0.18
(0.22)

−0.19
(0.31)

Constant 15.27
(11.92)

−2.26
(10.62)

13.02
(12.21)

Observations 64 64 64
R2 0.167 0.240 0.169

Notes: Columns (1), (2), and (3) include only observations from the cardinal, ordinal,
and piece rate tournament, respectively. Robust standard errors are in parentheses,
clustered at the group level. The model does not control for order and session effects
separately because the unpooled results allow us only to control for order effects as
shown. The pooled results control for both effects separately and the robustness is
discussed in the text.
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effort in the ordinal tournament, suggesting that they recognized the
structure of incentives and how they differed from tournament to
tournament. For specific examples, subjects reported: “I did not
particpative (sic) in the last problem set, there was no point, I was
consistently last in my group” and “having performed utterly poorly
in the first three, I was discouraged from even bothering to do very
much, and barely gave any effort at all.”

Third, subjects reported facing trade-offs between working quick-
ly to answer many questions and working efficiently to answer ques-
tions correctly. Finally, subjects referred to balancing effort across
treatments in response to their incentives (e.g., “before calculating, I
already knew approximately how many points I'm gonna (sic) get
for this task, if not so many, I'll save energy for next task.”). Based
on this qualitative information and the supporting findings in the
data, we conclude that lack of motivation or clarity does not explain
our finding of no response to increased ability heterogeneity in
tournaments.
6. Conclusions

Two alternative theoretical models have featured prominently in
the relative performance literature. The additive and multiplicative
models differ in the parametric relationship that is used to relate a
player's ability and her effort in the production of output in tourna-
ments. More importantly, the two models make contradicting predic-
tions on the role of heterogeneity in the determination of optimal
effort provision in the ordinal and piece rate tournaments: heteroge-
neity affects effort under the multiplicative model but not under the
additive model. The driving force behind this contrast is the comple-
mentary role of ability and effort in the multiplicative model that
does not hold in the additive model. We conduct a laboratory exper-
iment to test between the two models and find that heterogeneity
does not influence effort provision, supporting a setting in which
ability and effort are neither complements nor substitutes. The
implications for principals in those markets that are organized as a
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tournament are that there is nothing to be gained from mixing high
and low ability players into tournaments in terms of exploiting an
ability/effort complementarity. This is consistent with current prac-
tice in naturally occurred marketplaces that pay for relative instead
of absolute performance, such as a number of agricultural markets.
For example, the production of broiler chickens is organized via tour-
naments and poultry companies take no steps to heterogenize these
tournaments (Vukina and Zheng, 2011).

A controlled laboratory experiment allows us to precisely measure
heterogeneity in contestants' abilities and isolate its correlation with
changes in the amount of effort that subjects exert. A real effort ex-
periment (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2010) is beneficial because it is highly
salient and easy to explain/understand. The leading alternative is a
chosen effort experiment (e.g., Müller and Schotter, 2010), where
subjects choose an “effort” level from a list of numbers on the com-
puter screen after learning their “cost.” The relative advantages and
disadvantages of real and chosen effort experiments suggest that
the two experimental techniques will continue to coexist. As such, it
is worth asking if ability heterogeneity matters differently with cho-
sen effort than with real effort. Further, a controlled field experiment
would provide an interesting perspective on the relationship between
ability heterogeneity and effort provision.

A particularly interesting aspect of external validity concerns a
comparison of our results to work using field data on ordinal tourna-
ments with complete information. This setting of is particular interest
because it is prevalent in the field, for example, in sporting contest
such as rowing (Bach et al., 2009), golf (Brown, 2011), hockey
(Nieken and Stegh, 2010), and tennis (Sunde, 2009). In particular,
Brown (2011) analyzes data from the Professional Golf Association,
where repeated competitions imply that opponents' ability levels
are known. In such a setting, she shows that more heterogeneity de-
creases effort but this result does not hold when individual oppo-
nents' abilities are unknown (i.e., incomplete information). It would
be interesting to test how effort responds to ability heterogeneity in
an entry-level sporting league, which in Brown's case could be ama-
teur golf contests. If amateurs who are playing against one another
for the first time respond differently to ability heterogeneity than
professionals in repeated competitions, then this highlights the
importance of the information structure when analyzing data from
tournaments and contests. We leave this interesting avenue for future
research.

Appendix A. Experimental instructions

While the order of tasks varied between sessions, the following in-
structions correspond to session one (where the tournament names
in brackets were not shown to subjects):

Welcome!
Today you will be participating in an experiment on incentive sys-

tems. You will be asked to complete a series of tasks under different
incentive systems. For completing each task, you will receive points.
Points will be converted into dollars at the end of the experiment
and your take-home earnings will be paid in dollars, including a $4
show-up payment for arriving on time. Every 200 points is worth $1.

You will be asked to complete 4 different tasks. Each will last for
5 minutes. At the end of the experiment, you will be paid based on
your performance. The method we use to determine your earnings
varies across tasks. Before each task, we will describe in detail how
your earnings are determined. An example will be provided for each
task that illustrates how earnings are determined.

Your total earnings from the experiment are the sum of your pay-
ment from the tasks and your $4 show up payment. At the end of the
experiment, you will be paid in private based on a code number. Your
performance and your earnings are anonymous, so please keep your
code number to yourself and do not provide your name at any point.

For each task, you will be asked to calculate the sum of five ran-
domly chosen 2-digit numbers. You will be given 5 minutes to calcu-
late the correct sum of a series of these problems. You cannot use a
calculator to determine this sum but you are welcome to write the
numbers down and make use of the provided scratch paper. You sub-
mit an answer by clicking the submit button with your mouse. When
you enter an answer, the computer will immediately tell you whether
your answer is correct or not.

Are there any questions before we begin?
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Task 1 [piece rate]

In Task 1 you will receive 20 points per problem you solve correct-
ly. Your payment does not decrease if you provide an incorrect
answer to a problem.

The following table shows the performance and point earnings of
two individuals in a separate, made-up task:
Player Correct problems solved Total earnings

A 8 8∗20=160
B 6 6∗20=120 Player Correct Problems

Solved
Problems —
Average

Earnings I Earnings II Total
Earnings

A 8 1 300 1*50 350
B 6 −1 300 −1*50 250
Average 7

Player Correct problems
solved

Problems —
average

Earnings I Earnings II Total
earnings

A 8 1 8∗20 8∗1∗1 168
B 6 −1 6∗20 6∗−1∗1 114
Average 7
Please do not talk with one another for the duration of the exper-
iment. If you have any questions, please raise your hand. Are there
any questions before we proceed?

For the remainder of the experiment, you will complete tasks indi-
vidually, while the number of points that you will receive per prob-
lem depends on your relative performance. In particular, you will be
placed in a group of four people and, for the remaining tasks, you
will be paired with one of the other three people in your group.
That person will be called your match. You will not be told who else
in the room is in your group and they will not be told that you are
in their group.

For the remainder of the experiment, the number of points that
you will receive per problem depends on your performance relative
to your match's performance. Before you start the task, you will be
given information about how well the other members of your
group performed in previous tasks. In particular, you will be told
the number of problems solved by your group on average and the
standard deviation of problems solved by your group (a measure
of variability). All other group members will be given the same
information.

Are there any questions before we proceed?

Task 2 [ordinal tournament]

In Task 2, you will receive points based on howmany problems you
solve correctly relative to how many problems your match solved cor-
rectly. You will receive 350 points if you solve more problems correctly
than your match and 200 points if you solve fewer problems correctly
than your match. Your payment does not decrease if you provide an in-
correct answer to a problem. If you and your match solve the same
number of problems correctly, the tie will be broken randomly. In
this case, the computer will randomly choose one of you to receive
the higher payment and the other to receive the lower payment.

The following table shows the performance and point earnings of
a pair in a separate, made-up task:
Player Correct problems solved Problems — average Total earnings

A 8 1 350
B 6 −1 200
Average 7
Please do not talk with one another. If you have any questions,
please raise your hand. Are there any questions before we proceed?
Task 3 [cardinal tournament]

In Task 3, you will receive 300 points for having completed the
task (no matter howmany problems you solve correctly). In addition,
you will receive points based on how many problems you solve cor-
rectly relative to how many problems your match solved correctly.
In Task 3, you will receive 50 point for each problem solved correctly
greater than your pair's average. Likewise, you will lose 50 point for
each problem solved correctly less than your pair's average. Your pay-
ment does not decrease if you provide an incorrect answer to a
problem.

The following table shows the performance and point earnings of
a pair in a separate, made-up task:
Please do not talk with one another. If you have any questions,
please raise your hand. Are there any questions before we proceed?

Task 4 [piece rate tournament]

In Task 4, you will receive 20 points per problem you solve cor-
rectly. In addition, you will receive points based on how many prob-
lems you solve correctly relative to how many problems your match
solved correctly. In Task 4, you will receive 1 point for each problem
solved correctly greater than your pair's average. Likewise, you will
lose 1 point for each problem solved correctly less than your pair's av-
erage. Your payment does not decrease if you provide an incorrect an-
swer to a problem.

The following table shows the performance and point earnings of
a pair in a separate, made-up task:
Please do not talk with one another. If you have any questions,
please raise your hand. Are there any questions before we proceed?

Appendix B. Supplementary appendix

A supplementary appendix to this article can be found online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijindorg.2012.11.005.
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